Singles:
2- 10'' (DIECISECONDI)

7- (lo:muêso) VS KILMISTER

5- GIANDUJA

13- MINIMAL VS LINN YOUKI

The Linn Youki Project
“#2”
Tracklist:
1- AKI NASU INTRO
2- 10'' (DIECISECONDI)
3- GIACOMETTI
4- (INSTAMATIC.ANTIDJ)
5- GIANDUJA
6- ¿VOLVERAS POR AQUÍ?
7- (lo:muêso) VS KILMISTER

The big enemy of experimental and instrumental music is the risk of
tediousness which can provoke speculation abuse and excessive duration. For this reason The Linn Youki Project has seduced us, beyond
their exceptional songwriting and playing skills, for their extraordinary
sense of synthesis. 14 tracks which are played in less than 30 minutes
in which they show up their amazing resources and ability to find the
essence, the minimal skeleton of rock music and dress it up with imaginative and surprising clothes.

8- (INSTAMATIC.MOLINATOR)
9- ¿NO...?
10- BB
11- (INSTAMATIC.GIACO#02)
12- (INSTAMATIC.ANTIDJ#02)
13- MINIMAL VS LINN YOUKI
14- HAMAMATSU:

Selling Points:
- Second album after their debut for Cydonia
records "#1" (2003)

After releasing in 2003 their debut "#1" through Cydonia records, now
is the time for Bcore, in collaboration with their original label, who takes
care of giving them shelter and diffusion, mainly because it's one of the
most fascinating bands of current experimental indie scene in
Barcelona. In the beginning conceived as a band to put music into cartoon short-movies soundtracks, the video-projections have always
attended their liv performances, based on a simple and curious instrumentation (drums, two bass guitars and a trumpet) and arrayed by all
kind of samplings and special effects that give more strength to an
attracting and smart performance. Simplicity, imagination and inspiration joined together in a very easy-listening but complex-composing
record with only one condition: let imagination fly.

-The Linnn Youki Project offer instrumental
music made by two bass guitars, drums, trumpet and sampler to score cartoon movies
which they produce and play in their performances.
-For lovers of post-rock, lounge, soundtracks
and noise, from Sonic Youth to Tortoise passing through My Bloody Valentine,
Propellerheads or Combustible Edison.
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